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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This presentation was created on 
land belonging to the following 
nations:

Anishinabewaki
Mississaugas of the Credit 
First Nation
Huron-Wendat
Haudenosaunee 

“If we think of territorial acknowledgments as 
sites of potential disruption, they can be 
transformative acts that to some extent undo 
Indigenous erasure. I believe this is true as long 
as these acknowledgments discomfit both 
those speaking and hearing the words. The 
fact of Indigenous presence should force 
non-Indigenous peoples to confront their own 
place on these lands.”
– Chelsea Vowel, Métis,
Beyond Territorial Acknowledgements

Learn more about Land Acknowledgements at https://native-land.ca/territory-acknowledgement/.
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https://apihtawikosisan.com/2016/09/beyond-territorial-acknowledgments/
https://native-land.ca/territory-acknowledgement/


I AM LAUREN SIMMONS
I teach high school Music and English in Toronto.
I’m passionate about equity, student voice, and tech.
I am white, straight, and cis-gendered, a child of first-generation 
Canadians, and come to this work with that privilege and safety.
You can find me at lauren.simmons@tdsb.on.ca or 
@LSimmons_TDSB
You can follow this presentation at bit.ly/OMEASingleSong
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mailto:lauren.simmons@tdsb.on.ca
https://twitter.com/lsimmons_tdsb?lang=en
https://bit.ly/OMEASingleSong


A NOTE ABOUT
THIS PRESENTATION

As a white person who cares about anti-racism and who does 
equity work, I come to this work with power and privilege that 
makes it impossible for me to speak from lived experiences. I 
center the voices of friends, colleagues, activists and scholars 
who are Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC).
Some activists believe that white people should not present 
about anti-racism, because we don’t have lived experiences. 
Taking up space that could be used for the voices of 
marginalized people is a concern for me.
Some activists believe that white people should do the work of 
calling in and educating their white peers.
This is the reason I am here.
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PRINCIPLES of EQUITY and
 ANTI-RACISM
Establishing best practices
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“

“If you live in this system of white supremacy, 
you are either fighting the system or you are 
complicit. There is no neutrality to be had 
towards systems of injustice, it is not 
something you can just opt out of.”
― Ijeoma Oluo, So You Want to Talk About Race
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https://www.sealpress.com/titles/ijeoma-oluo/so-you-want-to-talk-about-race/9781580056779/


AGREEMENTS FOR ANTI-RACISM WORK

We must start by acknowledging these truths:

◦ Education is an institution founded on white 
supremacy and settler colonialism. 

◦ Western Music is dominated by mostly 
white, male, cis, abled, bodies.

◦ By being here, we are on the path to 
learning and working to do better. 
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“PALE, MALE and STALE”

Think about the formative experiences of 
your musical youth.
Think about the voices that dominate the 
conversations we have about Music Ed.
Think about the groups/artists you watch 
in performance or listen to for leisure.
How is diversity represented?

Image source: CanStock Photo
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AGREEMENTS FOR ANTI-RACISM WORK

Anti-Racist Educators:

◦ acknowledge that we 
won’t always get it right,

◦ are prepared to be called 
in and won’t burden the 
work with white tears, and,

◦ believe it’s worth personal 
struggle to make our 
classrooms safe and 
inclusive.
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FRAMING THIS 
PRESENTATION
This is an abbreviated 
cut of Chimamanda 
Ngozi Adichie’s 
TedTalk, full version 
here.
Please see speaker’s 
note on this author. 10

https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_ngozi_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story?language=en
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Drj0cZTBhUI


“

“Pedagogy should work in tandem with students’ own 
knowledge of their community and grassroots organizations to 
push forward new ideas for social change, not just be a tool to 
enhance test scores or grades. Pedagogy, regardless of its 
name, is useless without teachers dedicated to challenging 
systemic oppression with intersectional social justice.”
― Bettina L. Love, We Want to Do More Than Survive
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https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/622408/we-want-to-do-more-than-survive-by-bettina-love/


ACTION ITEMS for AN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
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In my “Get to Know You” / “First Day” Forms, or in class in our 
first week together, I ask my students:

◦ their name, and also what they want to be called

◦ how to pronounce their name - you could use Flipgrid for this

◦ their pronouns - do not use the term “preferred pronouns”

◦ if I should use a different name/pronoun on report cards or 
when corresponding with parents/guardians

◦ if there is a particular parent/guardian they prefer me to 
connect with



WHAT MAKES “GOOD” MUSIC
Let’s unpack our biases
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REFLECT:
- What kinds of music do you, personally, feel 

most comfortable teaching with/about or 
conducting?

- What kinds of music do your students express 
the most joy about playing?

- What kinds of music do you listen to, outside of 
school or professional settings?

- What kinds of music do your students listen to?
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FRAMING THIS 
PRESENTATION
This video captures 
the myopic nature of 
music education in an 
incendiary way. 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jsMj11sJ20


Whiteness/Westerness
Music History is taught in a 
way that centres a certain 
narrative. 
We inherently privilege the 
same music we grew up with.
While many of us make 
efforts to include other 
musics, they are still “The 
Other.” 

ISSUES WITH OUR CURRENT MODEL

Othering/Exoticising
We may include “World 
Music”, but do we do so in a 
meaningful way?
Do we connect music from 
around the world to what we 
play and listen to?
Do we acknowledge that 
many different kinds of 
music have rich histories?
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FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN

It’s okay to think, “I don’t know enough about 
other kinds of music to teach with/about them.”
But we ask our students to learn about music 
that most of them don’t know about!
It’s also okay to think, “I don’t like rap/hiphop.”
But we ask our students to engage with musics 
that they too might not “like!”

Image source: CanStock Photo
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A WORD on BAD WORDS

This is an issue of personal comfort, BUT, we need 
to be cautious of labelling music with profanity as 
“bad” just because it uses language a certain way.
Clean versions exist for most songs and it’s 
perfectly fine to use those, or, not to, depending on 
your comfort level.
There are also artists who don’t use profanity at all, 
like Canada’s Shad.
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ACTION ITEMS for AN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
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For every Western/traditional/classical piece I play or listen to in 
class, I ask myself:

◦ is there a non-Western piece I can pair this with to teach/show 
the same concept?

◦ have I looked into the history of the artist/composer?

◦ is there a modern artist, maybe even a pop/rock/hip hop/ 
electronic artist, who uses the same ideas in their music?

When accessing non-Western/traditional/classical resources, I 
ask myself:

◦ have I gone as close to the source as possible in conducting my 
research? If possible, have I spoken to someone from a given 
community f I want to play their music?



REFLECTING, RESPONDING AND 
ANALYSING
Using the Ontario Music Curriculum to access student voice
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ONTARIO MUSIC CURRICULUM, Grade 9
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LISTENING

Students *already* listen to music - we have to tap in to that! 
● Play a classical/traditional Western piece of music with a given set of 

musical elements - eg. uptempo, major key, uses percussion and brass 
instruments - and ask students to find a partner piece from music *they* 
like that shares the same characteristics.
○ My example: First Suite in E-Flat Major, Op. 28 No. 1, H. 105: III. March 

and Janelle Monáe - Tightrope [feat. Big Boi]
○ Google Doc Template for Venn Diagram 

● Have students create a playlist of songs to represent each Element of 
Music, and accompany the playlist with liner notes describing each song 
and how it demonstrates the element.
○ Assignment Template
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJ0qATYLUco
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwnefUaKCbc
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lGL5gIZfYnwsErPDIP_ctwfxX5OTqY6bGtWp7ii1Qc0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OMezyui3gsoN5_tVTU-ZJzYRBJkhtALcKITStIbfSU4/edit?usp=sharing


ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

Students might not have the specific language we want them to around the 
Elements of Music, but we can guide them there!
● Use anchor charts.

○ Elements of Music Listening Prompts

● Model listening and identifying elements together.
○ Critical Analysis Guiding Questions

● Have students create a playlist of songs to represent each Element of 
Music, and accompany the playlist with liner notes describing each song 
and how it demonstrates the element.
○ Assignment Template
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_yMqvbM0zv3JWThjEcrNporK_p5Z7KwforXWz5rT3Oo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14_SZSIJM-8za3uMK2E5m9OOKHQRXpclm95UsBMJcsPQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OMezyui3gsoN5_tVTU-ZJzYRBJkhtALcKITStIbfSU4/edit?usp=sharing


REFLECTION PRACTICES

Regularly reflecting makes us all better at 
what we do!
● Use a daily/weekly/monthly Google 

Form for student feedback.

● At timely intervals, have students 
complete journals or reflections (oral 
submissions are great for this) to 
monitor their growth.

● Normalize talking about progress and 
practice in your classroom.
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ACTION ITEMS for AN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
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For every performance task we undertake in class, I ask 
myself:

◦ is there a way to transform this learning to a analysis, 
response, or reflection task?

◦ does this piece have meaningful connections for my 
students? If not, can we try to create or investigate them 
together?

◦ where in this task can I make room for student voice?

◦ is there a creative task I can pair with this, or offer as an 
assessment option instead of just performing?



INQUIRY in the CLASSROOM
Empowering learners and ourselves
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Inquiry: The Path to Exploring Ideas
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RESEARCH

Nothing in the curriculum says the only topics our students should 
learn about the same ones we did. Making research assignments 
open-ended leaves room for student voice!
◦ ISPs/Culminating Projects can be a chance for to choose a topic 

of study:
▫ Junior Research Project - Canadian Music Hall of Fame
▫ Senior Research Project - Genre Research/Creation Project

◦ If you want to investigate history, give students choice in how 
they share their learning:
▫ History Exploration Project
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mCv0kWvMdtpfc14KY3zgRZrgvGj4unumBg1QFDsZYdc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qBzYmb-nBWP5-Ix6MPQqqM1TVqMF9jrMABeESRqZHL0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rtY0fcoawOUcUVus3lqE2wI2H0a9Sg2YKa0yHfaNbnQ/edit?usp=sharing


SOME EXAMPLES:
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qsUWdEZRQVkG88JOn3h39KWF561LTJ8D/view?usp=sharing


SOME EXAMPLES:
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SOME EXAMPLES:
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1iST4zoFkbqo7MCAYGm1R9npGrWFm0Pz4/preview


PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

Check in with your students, and access their 
interests to drive your work together!
◦ Do they want to pursue music at 

university? Help them prepare for 
auditions, but also for budgeting their time 
to practice once they’re there.

◦ Are they drawn to technology? Let them 
design their own course where they meet 
the overall expectations by writing their 
own music, recording it, producing it, 
marketing it, etc.
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OMEA RESOURCES

As OMEA 
Members, you 
have access 
to a number 
of resources 
that can help 
with this!
More EDI 
specific 
resources are 
being added 
monthly.
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https://www.omea.on.ca/resources/


ACTION ITEMS for AN INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM
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For every project or assignment I given in class, I ask 
myself:

◦ does this task connect with students’ musical interests or 
real lives? If not, how can we make this connection 
happen?

◦ does this piece have meaningful connections for my 
students? If not, can we try to create or investigate them 
together?

◦ where in this task can I make room for student voice?

◦ is there a creative task I can pair with this?



“

“Decolonizing music programs involves 
challenging the received values of such 
programs, and from this, substantial 
restructuring of such programs’ core 
systems.”
― Dylan Robinson, To All Who Should Be Concerned
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https://www.erudit.org/en/journals/is/2019-v39-n1-is05836/1075347ar.pdf


VOICES SPEAKING OUT
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“

“Much of music education is necessarily rooted in mechanics 
and execution. However, I’d argue that if educators can foster a 
space to be creatively vulnerable and non judgmental of 
themselves, the more their students will feel comfortable 
exploring their own interests and cultivating their own modes of 
artistic expression. When I went to school I was studying Bach in 
orchestra and listening to Jill Scott on my walks home. I would 
have loved if a teacher encouraged me to bring in my more 
contemporary interests to the classroom.”
― Kaia Kater-Hurst, Fostering Space for Student Creativity During The COVID Pandemic 
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https://decolonizingthemusicroom.com/in-practice/f/fostering-space-for-student-creativity-during-the-covid-pandemic


VOICES SPEAKING OUT
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◦ Dylan Robinson, 2020: To All Who Should Be Concerned – Intersections

◦ Gloria Ladson-Billings, 2021: I’m Here for the Hard Re-Set: Post 
Pandemic Pedagogy to Preserve Our Culture

◦ Despres & Dube, 2020: The Music Learner Voice: A Systematic 
Literature Review and Framework

◦ Decolonizing The Music Room

https://www.erudit.org/en/journals/is/2019-v39-n1-is05836/1075347ar.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10665684.2020.1863883
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10665684.2020.1863883
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2020.00119/full
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/feduc.2020.00119/full
https://decolonizingthemusicroom.com/


VOICES SPEAKING OUT - STUDENT FEEDBACK
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you made the assignments fun by making them different and unique i loved 
having a chance to listen to songs that i would not have listened to in my 
every day life and actually realising they are good.

When I first came into this class I was like "I'm so sad cause even though 
music is fun, I won't be able to make a career out of it, unless I want to be a 
music teacher which isn't for me. but now im like "the possibilities are 
endless".

I really like how you talk to us about music that we listen to because we can 
all relate to it somehow.



VOICES SPEAKING OUT - STUDENT FEEDBACK
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Yes, I did like the listening and analysis assignments because it introduced 
me to new music. I really enjoyed some of the songs we listened to 
especially the classical music.
 
I really liked these, I like learning about history and how we got to where we 
are now. Also I would take notes and rank them as I listen to them and it 
made me feel really smart and ahead of the curb

In the end, I really enjoyed being able to choose what I wanted to play as a 
test. It made it seem more important but kept a fun and personal aspect to 
it.



VOICES SPEAKING OUT - STUDENT FEEDBACK
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I used to look at music and be like 'There’s a small B beside the swirly thing 
but I can probably just ignore that' but now I’m like 'Oh so the key signature 
is F major'. I’m pretty sure that from now on, I will listen to music differently. I 
will be like 'This rhythm and instrument choice tells me that this has to be 
R&B music', on the daily. After learning so much in this class, my life will 
forever be at least a bit different (and better).

I’m still unsure of what I would like to do in the future, but I have appreciated 
the many different ways you can still be involved with music that you love, 
like to listen to, and want others to be able to relate to. Overall, I hope to still 
continue my interests in music and take this course again next year to see 
more on what I can learn. :)



“

“Learning to do a hard re-set is not a simple task. It challenges 
educators to engage and interrogate their own worldviews and 
develop the facility to move from the center to the margins. This 
de-centering is something that Black students have always 
done if they wanted to be rewarded in dominant culture 
settings. The very idea that their ideas, ways of thinking, and 
cultural practices might be seen as normative is an important 
shift that the entire society must prepare to make.”
― Gloria Ladson-Billings, I’m Here for the Hard Re-Set
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10665684.2020.1863883


Thanks!

ANY QUESTIONS?
You can find me at lauren.simmons@tdsb.on.ca or 
@LSimmons_TDSB
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mailto:lauren.simmons@tdsb.on.ca
https://twitter.com/lsimmons_tdsb?lang=en


RESOURCES
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Books
◦ So You Want To Talk About Race
◦ We Want To Do More Than Survive
◦ We Do This Till We Free Us
◦ The Skin We’re In
◦ Me and White Supremacy
◦ The Inconvenient Indian
◦ Indigenous Writes
◦ A Mind Spread Out on the Ground
◦ From The Ashes

Websites
◦ Find your Native 

Lands
◦ Decolonizing the Music 

Classroom
◦ Teaching Tolerance

https://www.sealpress.com/titles/ijeoma-oluo/so-you-want-to-talk-about-race/9781580056779/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/622408/we-want-to-do-more-than-survive-by-bettina-love/
https://www.haymarketbooks.org/books/1664-we-do-this-til-we-free-us
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/536075/the-skin-were-in-by-desmond-cole/9780385686341
https://www.meandwhitesupremacybook.com/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/93028/the-inconvenient-indian-by-thomas-king/9780385664226
https://www.portageandmainpress.com/product/indigenous-writes/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/588523/a-mind-spread-out-on-the-ground-by-alicia-elliott/9780385692380
https://www.simonandschuster.ca/books/From-the-Ashes/Jesse-Thistle/9781982101213
https://native-land.ca/
https://native-land.ca/
https://decolonizingthemusicroom.com/
https://decolonizingthemusicroom.com/
https://www.tolerance.org/

